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Chemic Laboratories Inc. announced today the addition of SCĪO Analytical to Chemic’s
Consulting Consortium. Chemic Laboratories for many years has been a leader in Extractables
& Leachables testing services arena supporting OINDP, PODP, Injectable and SUS systems.
The addition of SCĪO members Thomas N. Feinberg, Ph.D. and Daniel L. Norwood, Ph.D.
formally expand this available expertise to Chemic’s clients and further solidify Chemic
Laboratories’ place as the expert analytical laboratory in the ever expanding E/L space.
"Chemic is very excited to formally establish this working relationship with SCĪO. Tom and Dan
are experts in their field and our past dealings with them over the years have been very positive.
This formal relationship with foster continued collaboration and provide our collective clients
direct access to the Subject Matter Experts needed to accelerate their drug development
timelines,” said Joseph St. Laurent, President and CSO of Chemic Laboratories Inc. "Addition of
SCĪO permits our two companies to immediately work together in a formal way for the benefit of
our collective clients”
SCĪO Analytical President Thomas Feinberg said “Our clients will benefit greatly by gaining
access to the skilled scientists working in Chemic’s laboratories. Dan and I will also be available
to Chemic’s clients to help them design the best strategies for control of packaging systems and
other analytical chemistry issues requiring a steady hand in an increasingly complicated
regulatory landscape.”

About Chemic Laboratories, Inc.:
Your Partner for a Successful Future©
Chemic Laboratories is a privately held full service FDA registered and DEA licensed, cGMP/
GLP Contract Chemistry Organization (CCO) founded in 1998. Chemic offers unparalleled
contract Analytical, API Synthesis, and Formulation Development, to the Pharmaceutical,
Biotech, and Medical Device industries. Chemic Laboratories offers these services by providing
a strategically designed, highly technical facility, equipped with state of the art instrumentation.
All programs can be conducted under the strict auspices of FDA and EMEA guidelines.
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About SCĪO Analytical, LLC:
Founded in 2014, SCĪO Analytical is a privately-held specialty pharmaceutical B2B services firm
designed to provide first-in-class CMC technical consulting services.
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